“I volunteered with
hospice to give back to my
community. My bridge
client became my dear
friend and I soon learned
that the benefits in return
were greater than I could
possibly give.”
—hospice volunteer

Our Mission
The mission of Hospice
of Haines is to provide
volunteer care and support
for the terminally, critically,
and chronically ill and their
families to help ensure
comfort, dignity, and choice.
We also provide education
and support to community
members regarding the
care giving, dying and
grieving processes.

Hospice of Haines is a federally
recognized non-profit corporation,

licensed by the State of Alaska
as an all-volunteer hospice

The Costs of
Compassionate Care
We d o no t a s k fo r
financial information from
our care-receivers nor do
we charge.

Hospice
of Haines

Since 1996, we have
been able to offer
assistance to residents in
need because of generous
donations, memorials and
successful fundraisers and
because of a growing
number of devoted
volunteers.
With continued financial
and volunteer support
from our community, our
free services will exist for
many years to come.

Thank You
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The Bridge
Program

907 766 3645
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219 Main Street • Room #29
Haines, AK, 99827
hospiceofhaines@aptalaska.net
www.hospiceofhaines.org

Assisting Residents
of the Chilkat Valley
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What is Bridge?
Bridge volunteers
assist the chronically or
critically ill without a
terminal diagnosis. Bridge
services are offered
contingent on hospice
volunteer availability.

A Bridge Across Life Challenges
Hospice of Haines is a made-in-theChilkat Valley all-volunteer hospice. We
formed in 1996 to “fill the gaps” in end-oflife care for residents that wish to remain
in their homes in the Chilkat Valley.
Our Bridge Program assists residents
that may not have a terminal diagnosis but
need a little extra help in their homes or
out in the community. Trained volunteers
assist individuals with critical or chronic
health challenges by visiting once or twice
a week to socialize, to help with simple
chores or offer a ride downtown.
Hospice of Haines is not a medical
model hospice. We do not charge for our

services. However we offer our service
according to the guidelines of the State of
Alaska’s Department of Health and Social
Services.
Our professional Volunteer Coordinator
collaborates with clients, their families
and the local medical and home health
professionals. Volunteers are carefully
matched with clients according to
individual need.
Hospice of Haines volunteers are
selected for their desire to serve others,
their reliability and skills.
All services are confidential and client
directed.

How do I apply for
assistance?
A chronic or critical health
challenge is a requirement
for our bridge services. To
find out if we are able to
meet your specific needs,
please call our office: 766 3645.
What kind of assistance
may I ask for?
Volunteers are assigned
according to your individual
needs. Among many
possibilities, we offer rides,
help with light home chores
social visits and respite for
caregivers.
How many hours of
assistance do you offer?
One or two hours
(sometimes twice per week)
is a typical visit. Because
our first mission is to
provide hospice care for
terminally ill residents,
hours of assistance for
bridge clients are sometimes
limited. In some instances,
we are able to provide
extended hours in critical
care emergencies.

